Activity Insight: The Faculty Activity
Reporting System You’ll Actually Like to Use
You’re busy. Your schedule is full with teaching, research and service activities; you have little
time to spare for updating multiple campus systems, let alone responding to repeated requests
for information about your professional activities and qualifications.
Introducing Activity Insight, the intuitive faculty activity reporting solution where more than
500,000 faculty members record their accomplishments. Universities partner with Digital
Measures to centralize faculty activity reporting data in a single location; faculty members
like you appreciate the solution’s robust data access and security settings that ensure
information lands only in the correct hands. The benefits below demonstrate why top faculty
across the country use Activity Insight.

AN ARRAY OF FACULTY BENEFITS
INPUT DATA ONE TIME
•

Record your teaching, research and service activities as they happen so you always
have an accurate chronicle of your achievements.

•

Import data from other systems to reduce repetitive data entry.

•

Maintain your data for multiple uses, such as compiling reports for accreditation and
relaying information to external stakeholders.

•

Attach supporting files such as grant funding letters, Powerpoint presentations, fulltexts of publications and other important materials you’d like to include.

STREAMLINE PERSONNEL REVIEWS
•

Ditch the binder filled with your accomplishments at promotion and tenure time.

•

Create activity records just once, then they can be reported on as necessary for
processes like annual faculty reviews and promotion and tenure.

GAIN THE GRANT ADVANTAGE
•

Get tapped to collaborate on more research; administrators can search for specific
faculty experience with a few clicks of their mouse.

•

Give your university the leg up. With increased access to faculty activity information,
your campus can identify compelling faculty teams and attain more grants.

LET YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS SHINE
•

Update your faculty profile on your campus website automatically. With Activity
Insight, you can publish activity data updates to campus websites quickly and easily.

•

Ensure your CV and performance review documents are always up to date with your
latest teaching, research and service activities.

We make tracking and reporting your activities easy —
so you can concentrate on what you do best.
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